The Golden Drop Capsule (GDC)

About
The most important component in every microphone is the capsule. Its design and how it transforms
sound into electric energy gives soul to your recordings.
Golden Drop technology is an innovative sputtering technique where a precisely engineered pattern of
golden dots is distributed across the diaphragm. This unique and proprietary technique is the
invention of Juris Zarins and is applied to most of JZ Microphones products.

Advantages of GDC
* Reduced mass of the diaphragm
* Faster response
* More details
* More clarity
* Less coloration

Photo: GDC1 Capsule

5 Types of GDC
* GDC1 - single large diaphragm ( 27mm )
* GDC2 - two mechanically independent and back-to-back large diaphragms ( 27mm )
* GDC3 - single mid-sized diaphragm (21mm)
* GDC47 - U47 type large double diaphragm (25 mm)
* GDC67 - U67 type large double diaphragm (25 mm)
* GDC12 - C12 type large double diaphragm (25 mm)
* GDC11 - Large double diaphragm (27 mm)
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The JZ Microphones
In 2007 JZ Microphones was established in Riga, Latvia. After twenty years of designing several dozen
successful microphones, Mic Designer Juris Zarins decided to redirect his experience and passion for
design into his own line of handcrafted recording microphones. JZ Microphones are the combination
of open-minded thinking leading to an innovative approach and great experience lending deep
understanding of fine microphone construction. JZ Microphones combine all the elements critical to
world-class microphone design; patented capsule technology, precision electronics and innovative
industrial design.
We believe sound is an emotional stream connecting all of us as it inspires our greatest works. As the
sound lives in its own world and can be very complicated, our objective is to reduce the physical
limitations of delivering it to your recording, keeping its complexity and beauty unaltered, for everyone
who loves sound as much we do.
Trust us - Sound can be glorious, record it!
JZ™ stands for the initials of our microphone designer and guru – Mr. Juris Zarins.

Photo: Juris Zarins - The Designer of JZ Mics

Our Mantra
Commitment - JZ Microphones is dedicated to delivering the finest products imaginable.
Quality - All JZ Microphones are handcrafted under supervision of JZ himself in Riga,
Latvia and no where else.

Innovation - JZ Microphones capsules, electronics, industrial designs and accessories are
all optimized to deliver maximum performance and minimize the physical limitations of the
sound capture process.
Value - JZ Microphones strive for efficiencies which allow us to offer handcrafted
microphones for very competitive prices.

Respect - At JZ Microphones we hold our users, our partners and our entire industry in the
highest regard as you each essential to the success of our brand.

The Future - At JZ Microphones we maintain rock solid goals and a huge vision for the future
including growth of our partner networks and many new innovations in microphone design.

www.jzmic.com

BH1S
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC2 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 0.4% component selection tolerance
* 3 polar patterns: cardioid, figure of 8, omni
* -10 and -20dB PAD
* Lifetime warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included standard shock-mount/stand-holder
* Optional BH|SPK shock-pop kit

Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
2 x 27 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid/Omni/Figure of 8
Polar pattern
-10/-20dB (only for BH1s microphones)
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>250 ohms
Rated load impedance
1000 ohms
Suggested load impedance
18 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
75,5 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
86,5 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
7,5 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
134,5 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
127 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR +48 V (+/-4 V)
1,5 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
203 x 51 x 28
Dimensions

BH1S microphone
MSRP 4249 $

Recording Applications

Every BH series microphone is amazingly versatile microphone but most common applications engineers prefer - male
and female vocals, any acoustic stringed instruments, piano, acoustic drum set and percussion, saxophone and other brass
instruments. Due to three polar patterns and -10dB and -20dB options BH1S is most versatile microphone from JZ products
range.

Rafa Sardina
Occupation: 11 Grammy Winner Engineer, mixer
Projects: Stevie Wonder, Dr. Dre, Dru Hill, Luis Miguel, Macy Gray, Alejandro Sanz, Beto
Cuevas
About Black Hole microphones: "When it comes to microphones, I keep my Black Hole at
the top of my mic arsenal. Truly stunning on acoustic instruments. So clear, smooth, and
versatile. A real winner in all applications!"
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BH1
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC2 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* 3 polar patterns: cardioid, figure of 8, omni
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included standard shock-mount/stand-holder
* Optional BH|SPK shock-pop kit

Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
2 x 27 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid/Omni/Figure of 8
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>250 ohms
Rated load impedance
1000 ohms
Suggested load impedance
18 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
75,5 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
86,5 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
7,5 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
134,5 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
127 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
1,5 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
203 x 51 x 28
Dimensions

BH1 microphone
MSRP 2749 $

Recording Applications
Every BH series microphone is amazingly versatile microphone but most common applications engineers prefer - male
and female vocals, any acoustic stringed instruments, piano, acoustic drum set and percussion, saxophone and other brass
instruments. Three polar patterns of BH1 mic gives you the opportunity to experiment with the room and instrument sound
mixture especially when omni polar pattern is switched on.

Dave Jarden
Occupation: Producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: The Rolling Stones, Social Distortion, Alice in Chains, The Offspring
About Black Hole microphones: "The Black Hole is a three polar pattern microphone that
you can use in any application that you uses U87 or AKG C 414. It is a gorgeous mic and I
highly recommend it."
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BH2
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC1 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included standard shock-mount/stand-holder
* Optional BH|SPK shock-pop kit

Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
27 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>100 ohms
Rated load impedance
250 ohms
Suggested load impedance
21 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
76,5 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
87,5 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
6,5 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
134,5 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
128 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR +48 V (+/-4 V)
1,5 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
203 x 51 x 28
Dimensions

BH2 microphone
MSRP 1349 $

Recording Applications
Every BH series microphone is amazingly versatile microphone but most common applications engineers prefer - male
and female vocals, any acoustic stringed instruments, piano, acoustic drum set and percussion, saxophone and other brass
instruments. Clarity and rich low-end makes BH2 perfect for voicover, overdub and broadcasting.

Sylvia Massy
Occupation: Producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: Tool, Aerosmith, SOAD, Red Hot Chilli Peppers
About Black Hole microphones: "Besides having a beautiful and unique design, the Black
Hole is a versatile microphone for many applications including acoustic guitar, piano and
vocals. I love this mic, it is a work of art!"
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Vintage 67
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC67 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included adjustable swivel-mount
Specifications
Transducer type
electrostatic
Operating principal
pressure gradient
Diaphragms active diameter
25 mm
Frequency range
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Polar pattern
Cardioid
Pad switch
Output impedance
50 ohms
Rated load impedance
>1000 ohms
Suggested load impedance
500 ohms
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
22 mV/Pa
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
76 dB
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
87 db-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
6 dB-A
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
134 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
128 dB
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Current consumption
1,5 mA
Output connector
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Signal polarity
positive toward pressure on a frontal
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions
-

Vintage Series microphone
MSRP 2399 $

Recording Applications
Every Vintage series microphones beautifully captures both male and female vocals, acoustic instruments, electric guitars,
bass drum, double bass and drum overheads, are also great as room mics etc. Vintage 47 and 67 microphones perfectly
suits every application where U47 and U67 type mics are used.

Joe Chiccarelli
Occupation: producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: U2, The White Stripes, Elton John, The Strokes, Christina Perri
About V67 mic "I'm impressed with the V67. We are using it for a lot of the lead vocals on
Christina Perri's album. We go back and forth between the V67 and a vintage U67 from
Sunset Sound. It truly lives in the same family as the original. Certainly a more open , hi-fi
modern version of the tube.’

V67 midrange repeatedly blew me away with its rendition of the instruments I tried it on.
It excelled on guitar amps, over a drum kit, on tenor saxophone and with male vocals. It’s
been awhile since I’ve heard a mic that worked so well across a wide range of
applications. - Kevin Becka, Mix Magazine (US)
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Vintage 47
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC47 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included adjustable swivel-mount

Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
25 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>1000 ohms
Rated load impedance
500 ohms
Suggested load impedance
22 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
76 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
87 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
6 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
134 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
128 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR +48 V (+/-4 V)
1,5 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions

Vintage Series microphone
MSRP 2399 $

Recording Applications
Every Vintage series microphones beautifully captures both male and female vocals, acoustic instruments, electric guitars,
bass drum, double bass and drum overheads, are also great as room mics etc. Vintage 47 and 67 microphones perfectly
suits every application where U47 and U67 type mics are used.

We are at a loss to adequately explain how JZ managed to make U47 character using
transformerless solid-state preamp, but if the end result is all that matters , V47 is a
complete success. - Huw Price, Music Tech Magazine (UK)

About V47 on acoustic guitar: “Right” yet polite tops, full bottom with no woofiness,
rather inaccurate mids that were caressed into something better than the truth and a
touch of helpful compression. Mmm-hmm...beautiful! - Rob Tavaglione, Pro Audio Review
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Vintage 12
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC12 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included adjustable swivel-mount

Specifications
Transducer type
electrostatic
Operating principal
pressure gradient
Diaphragms active diameter
25 mm
Frequency range
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Polar pattern
Cardioid
Pad switch
Output impedance
50 ohms
Rated load impedance
>1000 ohms
Suggested load impedance
500 ohms
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
22 mV/Pa
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
76 dB
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
87 db-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
6 dB-A
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
134 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
128 dB
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Current consumption
1,5 mA
Output connector
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Signal polarity
positive toward pressure on a frontal
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions
-

Vintage Series microphone
MSRP 2399 $

Recording Applications
JZ Microphones have adopted best qualities of C12 and added their signature by using Golden Drop Technology for GDC12
capsule and replacing transistors instead of tubes. Vintage 12 still has the same design of Vintage series, the inner shock
mounting system, adjustable swivel mount and two layer mesh instead of the standard three layer mesh. V12 excels on male
and female vocals, acoustic guitar, guitar amp as well as drum overheads.

Thom Russo
Occupation: Producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: Johnny Cash, Michael Jackson, Audioslave, Eric Clapton
About V12: I immediately was drawn to the V12 unit the C12 model version. Compared 1
to 1 with a C12 it stood it's course, and some cases, again, almost beat the legend at
times, I even preferred the new kid in town.

Impressive sound quality! - Huw Price, Music tech Magazine (UK)
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Vintage 11
Key Features
* Large diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC11
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included shock-mount and holder

Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
27 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>1000 ohms
Rated load impedance
500 ohms
Suggested load impedance
22 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
76,5 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
87,5 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
6,5 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
134 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
128 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
<2 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions

Vintage 11 microphones
MSRP $699

Recording Applications
The V11 is a turning point for the praised Vintage series with absolutely new microphone design which follows the same
vintage traditions and qualities as all JZ Microphones products and it is not a version or replica of classic and legendary microphones like U47, U67 or C12. The number 11 stands for a 2011 as reference year when a new classic microphone has been
created. Vintage 11 is dedicated for everyone who loves recording in the highest quality possible and wants something better
than all known studio standards.
Is it worthy of an audition? Absolutely. In fact, it will undoubtedly win a lot of fans among
those who are looking for something that sounds a little less ‘generic’ than similarly priced
microphones. - John Thornton, Resolution

The V11 is versatile mic that delivers a high-quality sound, albeit with that built-in bump that
may need taming in some applications. For me, its smooth upper-mids, lack of obvious colaration and low noise are its strongest attributes. - Paul White, Sound and Sound
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BT201 (BT201|1, BT201|3 & BT201|3S)
Key Features
* Small diaphragm condenser microphone
* Magnetically interchangeable capsules
* Class A discrete electronics
* 1.5 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid, open cardioid, open cardioid -20dB
polar patterns, BT201|1 only cardioid
* 5 year warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Included cardioid, open cardioid and open cardioid
-20dB capsules, BT201|1 included cardioid capsule
* Optional omni capsule BT|O
* Optional shock-mount JZI|7
* Optional stand-holder JZ|HLDR
Note: BT201|3S is matched pair of BT201|3
Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
13 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid open cardioid, open cardioid -20dB
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>1000 ohms
Rated load impedance
250 ohms
Suggested load impedance
11 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
71 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
82 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
12 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
140 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
128 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
2 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions

BT201 Series microphone
BT201|1 MSRP 599 $
BT201|1s MSRP 1299 $
BT201|3 MSRP 699 $
BT201|3S MSRP 1499 $

Recording Applications
BT201 series microphones are used mostly on acoustic guitars, percussion, also as a drum mics both on overheads and close
miced on any piece of the drum set. Craziest engineers use it even on vocals to make a specific finger print to their recordings.
It is highly recommended to use BT201 together with BH series and BT301 series microphones to get a great tones of any
recording application and especially of the acoustic guitars.

Steve Orchard
Occupation: Producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: Air Studios - U2, Travis, Paul McCartney, films: Casino Royale, Moulin Rouge,
Charlie & The Chocolate Factory
When I was getting the acoustic guitar sound for Porcupine Tree’s new album I set up a pair
of excellent c12’s & also set up the BT201 & the BH1 in a stereo configuration. When
comparing the 2 sets of mic’s the JZ mic’s were by far the best sounding crisp & present, I
was amazed!
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BT301
Key Features
* Mid-sized diaphragm condenser microphone
* GDC3 capsule
* Class A discrete electronics
* 0.4 % component selection tolerance
* Cardioid polar pattern
* Lifetime warranty
Accessories
* Included handcrafted wooden case
* Optional shock-mount JZI|7
* Optional stand-holder JZ|HLDR
Note: BT301 capsules are not removable!
Specifications
electrostatic
Transducer type
pressure gradient
Operating principal
21 mm
Diaphragms active diameter
20 Hz to 20 kHz
Frequency range
Cardioid
Polar pattern
Pad switch
50 ohms
Output impedance
>1000 ohms
Rated load impedance
500 ohms
Suggested load impedance
33 mV/Pa
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz into 1000 ohms load
76 dB
S/N Ratio CCIR 468-3 weighted
87 db-A
S/N Ratio DIN/IEC 651 A-weighted
5.5 dB-A
Equivalent noise level DIN/IEC A-weighted
133.5 dB
Maximum SPL for 0.5% THD at 1000 ohm load
128 dB
Dynamic range of the microphone preamplifier
+48 V (+/-4 V)
Phantom powering voltage on pins 2 & 3 of XLR
2 mA
Current consumption
3-pin XLR male, gold plated contacts
Output connector
positive toward pressure on a frontal
Signal polarity
diaphragm produces positive polarity
voltage on XLR pin #2 relatively to
pin #3
Dimensions

BT301 MSRP 1999 $

Recording Applications
JZ BT301 is a perfect microphone for serious acoustic applications. Its GDC3 capsule provides users with clear, powerful
capture of most arco and plucked string instruments, amplified or naturally. Its clever body shape ensures minimal rear axis
interference to the cardioid polar response. BT301 is the ideal for strummed string instruments, upright piano, cello,
contrabass, violin, hand percussion and similar chores, finding its place in any higher end mic locker.

Michael Wagener
Occupation: Producer, engineer, mixer
Projects: Metallica, Queen, Ozzy Ozbourne, Alice Cooper
I tried the combination of a BT-301 and BT-201 on acoustic guitar and it was the best sound
I've heard from any new mic.
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Kits
Michael Wagener kit
The Michael Wagener kit includes BT-201 small diaphragm cardioid condenser and a limited edition
BT-301 medium diaphragm condenser. The combination was discovered by legendary sound engineer
Michael Wagener (Metallica, Ozzy Osbourne, Alice Cooper...) using microphones as a drum overheads
and for a acoustic guitar recordings.

Michael Wagener about BT-201/BT-301 combination:
“ The BT 301 is my go-to microphone for ride cymbal and the 201 sees a lot
of use on hi-hat”

The Michael Wagener kit
MSRP 2399 $

Drum microphone kit 1
A general purpose of the JZ DMK1 is to use the mics for drum overheads and the kick drum both live and
in the recording studio environment. JZ drum mic kit consists of three JZ BT-201 small diaphragm
condenser microphones: a matched pair with open cardioid capsules for overheads and a single mic
with -20dB open cardioid capsule for kick drum. The kit also includes JZ mic clips for all 3 mics and everything comes in a rigid carrying case so it is easy and safe to take the kit with you wherever you are going
to record.

Frequency response for -20dB open cardioid capsule

To me the JZ mics wins hands down. The AKG 460s are a
good sound but would need eq to help cut through a mix.
Compared to the BT-201s on drums, they sound a bit dull.
Not much else to say! Sorry 460s, we even forgot to take a
picture! - Jon Mattox, www.recordinghacks.com
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DMK1
1849 $

Electronics
About
JZ Microphones employ modern Class A discrete circuit designs. Each component is hand selected,
tested and measured for maximum performance to insure the cleanest audio signal path and lowest
possible self-noise before any recording gear.

Craftsmanship and Quality
* Hand selection and measurement for the components
* 1.5 % tolerance between selected components
* 0.4 % tolerance for BH1S and BT301 series microphones
* Hand soldering for the components

Circuit design
* Class A discrete
* Tube-less
* Transformer-less

Vintage series electronics

PAD Switch for BH1S series microphone

* -10 and -20dB for BH1S microphones
* Extremely insignificant effect on frequency response

BH1s microphones frequency response graph in cardioid with -10dB Pad applied

JZ Microphones that include a PAD switch have the option to lower their signal level from -10dB to
-20dB. JZ Microphones PAD switch is applied right after the capsule and is designed to avoid altering
low and high frequencies. Instead it simply lowers the signal level allowing the capsule to handle high
sound pressure level without changing frequency response.
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Shock & Pop Kit
BH|SPK
* BH|SPK is a shock and pop kit engineered specifically for
Black Hole series microphones. ( BH1S, BH1, BH2 and BH3 )
* The pop filter features a special 3 dimensional shape and
screen construction. This unique shape helps disperse breath
velocity to reduce plosive sounds.
* The BH|SPK shock mount is very compact to avoid unwanted
reverberations that can appear when using large spider type
shock-mounts.

BH|SPK MSRP 499 $

Pop Filter
JZ|PF
* JZ|PF is universal pop filter to use with any microphone.
* JZ|PF specific industrial design keeps the frequencies
maximally unafected. Compact shape and unique waveform
of the mesh reduces unwanted reverberations, and kills the
pops and blows effectively like no other pop filter on the market
for the price.
* JZ|PF has 45 cm long gooseneck for easy positioning and
ergonomic attachment to attach the pop filter to a mic stand
fast and easily.
JZ|PF MSRP 149 $

Shockmount
JZI|7
* JZI|7 is an optional shock mount for the BT201 and BT301
series microphones with extremely effective damping
characteristics due to its special composite material
construction.
* These shock-mounts are made by Rycote with
JZ Microphones specifications.
* JZI|7 is highly recommended for any pencil type microphone
which has similar thickness (24mm) with BT201 and BT301
series microphones

JZ|PF MSRP 129 $
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Artists/Feedback
JZ Microphones have been recognized by many Grammy awarded musicians, sound engineers and world known studios,
you can find them in Abbey Road, Air studios. You can hear them on such records as “Born This Way” by Lady Gaga,
“Lovestrong” by Christina Perri, “The Incident” by The Porcupine Tree and other artists as Gang Of Four, Lordi. JZ Microphones
are praised by 13 Grammy awarded sound engineer Thom Russo (Michael Jackson, Eric Clapto, Johnny Cash), multiple
Grammy awarded and nominated sound engineers Joe Chiccarelli (U2, The White Stripes, The Strokes), Michael Wagener
(Metallica, Ozzy Osbourne, Alice Cooper), Marc Urselli (Sting, Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck), Bryan Carlstrom (The Offspring, Alice in
Chains), Rob Chiarelli (Madonna, Will Smith), Sylvia Massy (Tool, System of A Down, Red Hot Chilli Peppers) and many others.

Rafa Sardina (Lady Gaga, Beyoncé, Shakira) - 11 Grammy awards
and 25 nominations
About Vintage series mics: "Having worked in so many session over the years I have
to say it was really exciting to do some out of the ordinary sessions for Lady Gaga
using some of my new toys, the JZ mics V47 and V67 microphones. They excel in so
many uses, from acoustic bass, to amplified bass, or vocals, strings, and guitar. I
ended up naturally gravitating towards them, even though I had a great vintage
microphone selection to my dispossal."

Jeff Sheridan (Up, High School Musical, Toy Story 2) - 1 Grammy
and 5 nominations
About Black Hole: "Having used the old "stand by" Neumann u87 on strings, brass
and woodwinds for so many years it was a surprise to find that it could be improved
upon. With the 87 I had become used to removing some offensive mid frequencies
and warming up the sound, it was just a part of my job. The Black Hole mic needed
none of this, I found the sound to be exactly what I was looking for and without
adding or subtracting anything. A little reverb and my string section was perfect! I
look forward to adding more JZ microphones to my collection soon."

Steve Stevens (Billy Idol, Michael Jackson) - Composer and
guitarist for Billy Idol
About Black Hole: “As a guitarist who is always looking towards innovative products, I was really knocked out with the JZ Black Hole microphone. It's ability to
translate my acoustic guitars is stunning. As I am not an engineer, the fact that I can
simply place the mic about 6 inches from any guitar and get amazing results make
it a no brainer for me. I strongly recommend giving the Black Hole a test, you will
not want to give this lil' puppy back.”

Thom Russo (Michael Jackson, Johnny Cash, Eric Clapton) - 13
Grammy awards
About BT-201: “I found the entire line of JZ microphones to be a substantial step
forward into new microphone technology, that not only compares to the "classics"
we have all grown to love, but in some cases, almost beats them. The BT 201s were
such a case....in applications of drum overheads, acoustic guitars, and percussion,
where accurate transient response and clarity are mandatory, the 201s shocked
me...: they had it all covered.”

Bryan Carlstrom (Alice in Chains, The Offspring, Rob Zombie) Multi Platinum and Gold records
About Black Hole: "The clarity and smoothness was amazing, reminding me of a
really good sounding vintage U87."
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CONTACT INFO AND LINKS
JZ Microphones
General contacts:
Address: Gaujas street 30,
Marupe, LATVIA, LV-2167
Tel: +37167246648
Fax: +37167246649
E-mail: info@jzmic.com
Web: www.jzmic.com
Edijs Rudzis ( Eddy )
VP Sales & Marketing
Cell: +37129994864
Email: edijs@jzmic.com
Skype: edijs_rudzis
Elvijs Junde ( Elvis )
Sales & Logistics
Cell: +37120016466
Email: elvijs@jzmic.com
Skype: elvijs.junde

www.youtube.com/user/JZMicrophones
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www.facebook.com/jzmic

